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We Will
Not Forget

We will never forget the countless cases that did not
make headlines and hashtags. 

We Stand Together.
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    Today, as we wake up to what has
become our new reality due to the
Covid-19 Pandemic, some of us find
ourselves fighting the urge to give
into that little nagging voice in our
heads that's all but begging us to
slide into a food induced, anxiety
ridden, full-on depression.  And
understandably so.
     With stay at-home orders being
set and extended, those of us who
have been deemed "non-essential"
have new daily schedules that
consist of getting out of bed with
enough time to avoid being late
getting to... the living room.  The 
 unavoidable trips to the grocery
stores that are filled with empty
shelves and shell-shocked shoppers  
on a  failing mission to find Lysol
and toilet paper are a reminder that
"this s*#@ is real".
     People are being infected and
affected by something no one really

O F  I T . . .

-Helen Keller
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understands and it leaves us all
feeling a little helpless and a ton of
frustrated. People are suffering.
Families are losing their loved ones.
Small business owners attempt to
prepare for "the worst" which is
made an almost impossible task with
what little information is available
about preventative measures, cures,
and the duration of social
distancing.
     This is without a doubt an
unprecedented time of change for
the entire world. As far as we know,
when this is all over we'll be living in
"The New America", and what was
once our norm is a story we tell our
children and grand children. It's
scary to think about and maybe
giving up seems like the easiest
option, but you deserve the future
your resilience will ultimately lead
you to. For every tragedy there's
someone who overcame it.

Her Hustle Magazine was created to entertain,
educate, inspire, and support American women
entrepreneurs.|  herhustlemag.com

"It's scary to think
about and maybe giving
up seems like the
easiest option, but you
deserve the future your
resilience will
ultimately lead you to.
For every tragedy
there's someone who
overcame it. Don't let
up!"

T I F F A N Y  M O N I Q U E
Her Hustle Magazine Editor-in-Chief 



How many times have we heard women

say,  “I feel like I have to be Superwoman”,

Better question, how many times have

we applauded women who we believe to

be superwoman? Well, I’m here to tell

you to stop. STOP THAT RIGHT NOW!!

There is a hefty burden that comes with

the façade of being Superwoman and

I’m here to tell you it is not always the

compliment that we expect it to

be. Seriously, take a second to think

about what comes to mind when you

think of yourself or any other woman

who falls into that category. Many times,

they are balancing a job, being a mom,

building a business, being a wife, still

making meals, being a good friend etc. I

don’t know about you but just the

thought of that is tiring. Whewww Chile!!

Ladies, let me tell you something, being

“able” to do it all and “having” to do it all

DO NOT have to go hand in hand. Put

the cape down, it’s causing more stress

than you think. How many days do you

feel exhausted and the reply you get

from others is that you are handling it all

so well. Don’t be afraid to say that you are

tired of having to do it all. As women who

hustle, we wear so many different hats,

we lack sleep and self-care, we balance

our families but why do we stress

ourselves out? Why do we feel like

everything that needs to be done should

be done by “us”?

By BT Mone

YOU DO NOT HAVE TO BE SUPERWOMAN!! Read that again. It is

not our job to do it all. We are human just like everyone else, so why

put that level of pressure on yourself? Here’s what I need you to

understand, you are worthy of all of the love and care that you give

to others. So often we feel like we have to do it all because our

“cape” is our identity. Let me ask you, when you go home at night

and get undressed, figuratively, how many bruises and scars have

you gotten from the “abuse” of the day? Ask yourself, is it worth it?

Here’s the reality as a woman, many of us are going to say yes...and

that’s okay!
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Here’s what I want you to take away from
the cuts and bruises you get each day, you
are so much more than the title of
Superwoman. Stop allowing the world to
tell you all the things you need to do and
start doing the things that make you feel
good. No matter what happens in this crazy
world you are doing the best you can and
that is more than enough.

Put the cape down, beautiful! Don't allow
the pressure of the world to tell you that you
have to be a better mother, wife, daughter,
businesswoman, etc. You are killing it in life,
but that Superwoman title and the pressure
that comes with it, are killing you slowly. It’s
time to let it go of the perception of
perfection. Put that cape down and bury it.
Give yourself permission to lay your
Superwoman facade to rest and allow the of
the bad a** woman you have always been to
take her place in your life. Remember, this is
not about capability. You are beyond
capable.  Just because you can, doesn’t
mean you should. Let go of the facade and
watch how you flourish in your greatness!

You are worthy

You are beautiful

You are powerful

You are enough

KNOW THAT
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BT Mone
Tblevins.goherbalife.com

Imperfect_Fitness_Lifestyle



Women-owned
Businesses in the US

PER YEAR

W O M E N - O W N E D
B U S I N E S S E S  G E N E R A T E

BUSINESSES
EVERYDAY IN 2019 

W O M E N  S T A R T E D

of new women-owned
businesses were started by
women of color last year. 

of women entrepreneurs
cite their business as their
primary source of income.

JOBS BETWEEN 1997 AND
2007

W O M E N - O W N E D  B U S I N E S S E S
C R E A T E D

That's how much women-
founded companies in First
Round Capital’s portfolio
outperformed companies
founded by men by.

7%
of venture funds for their

startups.

W O M E N  R E C E I V E D

HER  HUSTLE  MAGAZINE
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We sat down with Award winning,
board certified Registered Nurse
Delayna Watkins, "The Wellness
Mayven",  to talk self care, life lessons ,
post quarantine  health tips, and more.

Tiffany: Hey, Delayna!Thank you so
much for taking the time to chat with
me! How are you feeling this afternoon?

Delayna: Thank you for the
opportunity! I’m doing well.

Tiffany: I'm glad to hear that! Let's
jump right in. Without talking about
your job or your business(es) tell me
who you are...as a woman.

Delayna: I’m truly a fun loving person. I
enjoy solving problems and creating
issues! As a wife and mother of two
beautiful adult children I make them the
center of my life and it all centers
around our faith and love for God. I still
enjoy reading real books and 

TEA TIME WITH 
"THE WELLNESS MAYVEN"

“Every 30
days I take a
“mental
vacation”
which begins
with a social
media fast”

RESILIENCE

Interview by Tiffany Monque
Photographer:  Chris Caine @cameramann
Makeup Artist:  @ashleycallawaybeauty
Stylist: @derkdiva_house_of_beauty
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"I KNEW that the Women’s Wellness

Lounge was THEE business for me. I

was able to really put my heart into it

because I could see the bigger picture!

There’s a difference in the way you move

when you’re operating in your purpose

and truly love showing up in YOUR

business."

have a undercover passion for decorating
and making things pretty.

Tiffany: Hustle or Hobby? Do you think your
new-found love for decorating could turn
into your next "hustle" or is it just a hobby?

Delayna: Well now...this new found love and
desire to decorate will likely remain a
hobby. I'm chuckling a bit as I look around
my office at some new decorating ideas and
supplies I just purchased. But that's my
answer and I'm sticking to it (for now)
because who knows, it may become a side
hustle! At present I definitely lack the drive
for it to become anything more.

Tiffany: Understood! I'll keep my eyes
peeled for "Delayna's Home Interior" just in
case!  So, let's talk about the business that is
Delayna. What do you do?

Delayna: Ohhhh now Delayna, “The
Wellness Mayven”, is all things health and 



Tiffany: Being a business owner can be a
daunting task. When "The Wellness
Maven" needs to recenter and re-
energize...focus her healing energy
inward. How does she do it?

Delayna: This is very important to me
because it impacts my creativity if I don’t
practice self care. Every 30 days I take a
“mental vacation” which begins with a
social media fast followed by various self
care activities. Including a hot bubble
bath with candles, massage, meditation
and releasing it all in my gratitude
journal. Even a night out for some
girlfriend therapy is very therapeutic for
me to relax and have a great time!

RESILIENCE JUNE 2020HERHUSTLEMAGAZINE .COM

“There’s a
difference
in the way
you move
when
you’re
operating
in your
purpose
and truly
love
showing up
in YOUR
business.”

Tiffany: I've been on my entrepreneurial
journey for about 9 years now. I found myself
in industries that aligned with my skill, but not
my passion. Being a bridal makeup artist for
example. I could do it...but there was no bigger
picture in it for me. I recently found that many
entrepreneurial women face that same
dilemma. How did you know your business
was THEE business for you?

Delayna: Now that’s a great question! Being a
nurse is one thing, but the entrepreneurial
journey has been interesting. I knew that I
wanted to positively impact women’s health
and wellness, but initially I was all over the
place trying to do it. I started coaching,
teaching classes, and speaking to women’s 
 groups and it wasn’t fulfilling my purpose. 

When I put it all together and made it my own
instead of following what others were doing,
that’s when I KNEW that the Women’s
Wellness Lounge was THEE business for me. I
was able to really put my heart into because I
could see the bigger picture! There’s a
difference in the way you move when you’re
operating in your purpose and truly love
showing up in YOUR business. 

ON CHOOSING THE
BUSINESS FOR HER

1 3 |     H E R  H U S L T E   M A G A Z I N E

ON SELF-CARE

Although I love nursing, I took the skills of
caring for others and created another path.

Tiffany: I like that! Essentially, being an
entrepreneur is taking the things you love,
the things you're good at, and the things
you're passionate about and creating a way
to earn money from it. At least that's how I
see it!

wellness! As an award winning nurse and
wellness expert, I believe women deserve to
experience wellness in every area of life. I
created the Women’s Wellness Lounge to
provide that intimate space.

This concept has evolved over the last
decade and I’m now providing them this
wellness experience via additional platforms.
I have the She Is Well Tribe and a National
TV Show “The Women’s Wellness Lounge
Show”.  My primary focus is to provide edu-
tainment that addresses current issues and
gives information for women to make
informed decisions. Also, I recently released
a book based on my Sugarless Program titled
“Release the Without the Wait”.

Tiffany: It's so important to recenter and
get back to you. You come across so
many different personalities while 
 juggling so many responsibilities. It's
necessary!



DELAYNA'S TOP 
3 WELLNESS TIPS

W E I G H  Y O U R  O P T I O N S

WRITE IT DOWN.

WATER IS NOT A DIRTY
WORD.

When you’re craving sweets reach for
something that is naturally sweet,
like fruit. If craving salty or crunchy
trade in your chips for pretzels. You
have options. Weigh them.

If you “bite it write it” in a food
journal. Being aware of the food you
consume will help you identify your
habits and triggers for cravings. it
also hold you accountable for what
you put into your body.

You can eat it and drink it.  Did you
know that watermelon, strawberries
and cantaloupe contain at least 90%
water? Get radical and consume
more water in your favorite way.
Remember, the more water you
drink...the less sugar you crave.

TO GET BACK ON TRACK
POST-QUARANTINE

Delayna shares words of wisdom
from her years of experience as a
registered nurse.. 
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ON HER MOST
VALUABLE LESSON

Tiffany: In your 15 years as an entrepreneur,
what has been your most valuable lesson in
business?

Delayna: One of the most important lessons
I've learned is that ideas are attached to
outcomes and you get to decide what that
looks like based upon what you do! I've had
so many ideas that I haven't acted upon over
the years and regrettably I lost interest and
the desire for it to become successful as well.
So the hard lesson is to act on your ideas and
stop waiting for things to be perfect or
situations to be desirable.

Tiffany: Yes! You can't be afraid to take the
leap because you'll either fly or learn how to
fly! If you have an idea. Develop it. Make a
plan. And make it happen.

"...act on your
ideas and stop
waiting for
things to be
perfect or
situations to
be desirable."

Tiffany: Thank you again Delayna for
your time! Where can we find you for
more wellness gems with The Wellness
Mayven?

Delayna: It was my pleasure! 

Please follow the Wellness Mayven on
Social Media and meet me in the
Women’s Wellness Lounge:
@WomensWellnessLounge
 or check out the latest episode at
www.womenswellnesslounge.tv 

Love and Wellness!



She
remembered 
who she was

AND

the game changed
L A L A H  D E L I A
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When I was preparing to leave my day job, I thought I had a pretty good idea
about the things I needed to consider in order to succeed. However, it wasn’t
until after I made the leap that I discovered a few other hurdles no one tells

you about.

5
No One Tells you

About Becoming
Your Own

Boss

The dream to be your own
boss is attracting millions
of Americans from the
traditional workforce.
According to the National
Women Business Owners
Association, "More than
11.6 million firms were
owned by women,
employing nearly 9 million
people, and generating
$1.7 trillion in sales ". Since
I was preparing to leave my
job,  I was about to be one
of them. 

9  TO 5  GUILT 1
The month after I left my day job, I found myself feeling
guilty whenever I ran errands during the day. When I
interacted with an employee, I felt guilty that these
employees were working a day job and I was not. Of
course, I was working on my business, and probably
longer hours than I ever had at my full-time day job.
Ever since I started working, I had been programmed to
believe that I should go to college, get a degree, get a
good job and work the 9 to 5 lifestyle. So, when this
was no longer my reality, I felt guilty. 
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”

“

Things 

Written by: Danielle Uhl
Edited by: Her Hustle Magazine

How to break through it: If you’re feeling the 9 to 5
guilt, the best thing you can do is to let yourself feel it.
Don’t push it away and pretend it’s not there. Feel it
and work to identify exactly what it is. Once you know,
you’ll be able to shift your mindset about your new
normal and the guilt will eventually fade.

working a
traditional job
like the other

people I know...

I  S H O U L D  B E



Working my 9 to 5 job had trained me to think that I
had eight hours per day to do my work (a.k.a keep
myself busy). Especially as an hourly employee, I was
literally paid to keep myself busy with tasks and job
responsibilities for those eight hours. Was I actually
doing work that mattered and helped move the
company forward? Most of the time, I didn’t know --
that’s what good managers are for. I just kept
checking things off my list and was told I was doing a
good job. Warning: If you continue that hourly-
employee-mentality into self-employment, you will
fail fast. It was amazing how difficult this habit was to
break. But once I made the leap, I quickly learned
that it was not about being busy. Rather, it was
about understanding the big picture. Remember, you
are not only your own employee, but you are also
your own CEO. Understanding the big picture will
help you align the smaller tasks and expose your
inefficiencies of being busy. 

How to break through it: If you’re used to being
busy, this is the first habit to break. It’s time to get
really clear on what you are working toward and
what you want success to look like. Set clear goals
for your business, income, and even personal goals
in your life and business. Getting clear on the big
picture will allow you to step into your CEO role.
Brain dump all the things that you are working on,
then ask yourself for each task: Does this align to the
bigger picture. (i.e. Is this actually going to move me
forward toward my goal?)

BEING BUSY=FAILURE

2
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”

"...you have to set your mindset
up for success. Every morning, I
focus on my mindset. Often, this
means visualizing achieving the
end goal and allowing myself to
indulge in what it will look and

feel like."

really busy because productivity and 
being busy are the same thing.

I  S H O U L D  B E

.....this means visualizing
achieving the end goal and

allowing myself to indulge in
what it will look and feel like.

”
3

During my last week at my job, I created this master
to-do list. I thought that I could not fail until I had
exhausted this master list. I believed that all I had to
do to be successful was to keep my head down and
work -- just take massive action. The truth in this is
that you do have to take action. The myth is that
massive action is all it takes. My first month of full-
time self-employment, I put my head down and
worked. After spiraling into a depressive state and
feeling like I wasn’t getting anywhere, I burnt out. It
took me three days to recover, pick myself up and
try things a different way. Even though I had clearly
defined my goals, I was working to find success and
celebration only in the end result of achieving that
goal instead of enjoying the process. 

How to break through it: First, you have to set
your mindset up for success. Every morning, I focus
on my mindset. Often, this means visualizing
achieving the end goal and allowing myself to
indulge in what it will look and feel like. This also
helps me get clear on the actions I need to take
from the ones that I can take off my list. Second,
what are the things that are most important to you?
Whether you are self-employed now or working to
get there, it’s easy to get wrapped up in working all
the time. Start enjoying the things that are most
important to you right now. If you continue the
pattern of waiting for something in order to feel
success, happiness, fulfillment, etc., you’re always
going to be waiting to have it.

THE SUCCESS MINDSET

up early in the morning ready to go!
That's how successful people operate.

I  S H O U L D  B E



Ever since I can remember, I’ve identified as a night
owl. Of course, I could get up early when I had to, but
I felt much more productive at night. So I told myself

I wasn’t a morning person. Even more so, I was
absolutely not a morning exercise person. Since I
made the leap, one of my goals was to get back in

shape. I had been pretty good about exercising three
times per week. However, one Friday night before I

went to bed, I lied awake and realized that I had
skipped exercising the entire week. Not only was I

disappointed in myself, but I knew that I didn’t want
to be the person who let their health suffer at the

expense of their business. So I made a decision. That
next morning, Saturday or not, the first thing that I

was going to do was exercise. The surprising thing, I
actually enjoyed it! I felt great afterwards. I decided

to adopt this into my new morning routine. I decided
to rewrite my story that I was, in fact, a morning

workout person.

 How to break through it: What are things you
believe to be true about yourself? So many of these
things were stories we told ourselves over and over
until we let it become part of our identity. Problems
arise when these stories determine our actions (or
lack of) because we usually don’t see how they hold

us back. What is one story you tell yourself? I
challenge you today to just simply try the opposite

and see what happens.
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When I made the leap, I spent almost two months
trying to get my morning routine right. There were

days I would beat myself up for not getting up
super early because that’s what I believed

“successful people do.” Thinking I should adopt
other people’s routines was the biggest mistake I

could have made. I thought I needed to get up
before sunrise, do a grueling exercise and try to

force down oatmeal because that’s what I thought
healthy and successful people did. After reading

the book, My Morning Routine: How Successful People
Start Every Day Inspired by Benjamin Spall and

Michael Xander, I realized the key ingredient for my
successful morning routine. Regardless of what the

routine actually looked like, I needed to start my
day with activities that were going to make me feel
inspired by creating a morning routine that worked
best for me. This might sound simple. But I want to

stress that you have to create a morning routine
that works for you AND effectively makes you start

your day as the person you need to become in
order to achieve your biggest goals. Believe me, just

because you're self-employed now doesn’t mean
you should wake up whenever and start your day
with cereal and cartoons like you did as a child. It
also doesn’t mean that waking up, drinking coffee

and immediately starting your workday will be
effective either. 

How to break through it: As you are discovering
your own morning routine, I encourage you to give
yourself time to experiment before getting it right.

My mistake was wanting to have my morning
routine nailed down within the first week of being
self-employed. In reality, it was fun to experiment

and I gave myself the permission to do so. After all,
you didn’t leave your 9 to 5 to wake up every

morning and beat yourself up about doing things
you don’t really want to do, did you?

THE "SUCCESSFUL "  MORNING

ROUTINE

4

starting my day in a specific way.
Whatever works for everyone else.

I  S H O U L D  B E

SELF PERCEPTION &
INPIRATION

5

making my routines match my current
habits, hobbies, and self perceptions.

I  S H O U L D  B E

"What are things you believe to
be true about yourself? So many
of these things were stories we

told ourselves over and over until
we let it become part of our

identity."



“

How long did it take you to make the

decision to leap?

Funny story, but the short version is this.
At the beginning of 2018, I made it my
goal to leave my day job by the end of
the year, but really, I had no idea how I
was going to make it happen. Instead of

figuring out everything step-by-step, I
opened myself to new opportunities and

let go of the how. I decided that, no
matter what opportunity came my way,
as long as it was aligned with this bigger

goal, I was going to say yes to it. In a
crazy string of events, this led me to get

to photograph the National Karaoke
Championships in Las Vegas, NV,

meeting the company's world producer,
being asked to photograph the World
Karaoke Championships in Helsinki,
Finland, which ultimately made me
decide to take the leap. When that

opportunity came up, my husband and I
decided to turn it into a two-week trip

traveling Europe. I didn't have two weeks
of vacation time and work and realized

that this was it. So I gave my notice,
made the leap, and a week later, my
husband and I traveled to Finland,
Germany, the Czech Republic, and
London. When we returned home, I

officially started 2019 off self-employed.

Danielle Uhl
www.danielleuhl.com

danielleuhl_coach
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AFFIRMATIONCentral

I  D E S E R V E  T H E  L I F E  M Y
R E S I L I E N C E  W I L L  L E A D

M E  T O

I  A T T R A C T
A B U N D A N C E  &  S U C C E S S   

I  A M  C A P A B L E  O F
O V E R C O M I N G

M Y  E X I S T E N C E  I S  
A  S O L U T I O N

M Y  P R O B L E M S  A R E
O P P O R T U N I T I E S

T H E  " R E S I L I E N C E "  I S S U EW W W . H E R H U S T L E M A G . C O M     |     2 0



SIX WAYS 
FOR WOMEN IN BUSINESS 

TO REPLENISH
BY  JAEMELLAH  KEMP

ED ITED  BY :  HER  HUSTLE  MAGAZ INE

there’s nothing wrong with having high

expectations and setting what seems to be

insurmountable goals and always wearing our cape

to save the day. Why? Because that’s just what we

do! We give of our time, resources, skills, expertise to

make sure our businesses thrive. But, when we

constantly give with no replenishment, we cannot

effectively achieve any of this when we're pouring

from an empty cup.

How often do you just pause? Pause to take a

break from strategic planning, reviewing the

budget, planning the next big (or small) event,

finding and cultivating your tribe? When is the

last time you went to the movies, hung out with

friends, crashed on the couch for the entire

weekend, went to a show and a fancy dinner

just because?If it has been a while or this

sounds like a completely foreign idea to you,

then it might be time to take a pause.

Sometimes we are so focused on the mission,

stats, sales figures, Facebook lives, and Zoom

meetings that we forget about the first mission

– taking care of ourselves and our mental

health. Let's be honest. Being a woman in

business is stressful. There is a lot expected of

us not only from our clients, families, friends,

and others that depend on us, but also the

demands we place on ourselves to always show

up and execute. Don't get me wrong, 
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SO, I ENCOURAGE YOU TO REPLENISH AND TO DO SO OFTEN.
HERE ARE A FEW THINGS THAT I FIND HELPFUL:



Totally disconnect
for a set amount
of time.

realistically be away and stick to it.
You may not be able to take a true
vacation, but staycations work
perfectly as well. Here in the DMV
(D.C, Maryland, Virginia), you can
escape to local get-a-ways to
unwind like the National Harbor,
Chesapeake Beach, Ocean City, or
Virginia Beach.You could find a
quaint bed and breakfast or go
hiking at Great Falls, VA, if that's
your thing. A comedy show is
another great idea – laughter is
always good for the soul. Now, it's
up to you if you go out solo or with
family and friends. If with friends,
make sure they're helping to
replenish you and not furthering
your depletion.

book by far, in my opinion! Choose
titles that transport you to a
different time and place,maybe to
an era that intrigues you or maybe
when things were a little simpler,
slower pace, and people really
enjoyed life and all it offers.

This means no
emails, no business
calls, no scheduled
meetings...nothing.
Determine how
long you can 

Read a good book
that has absolutely
nothing to do with
business

Choose titles that
uplift - they'll
provide spiritual
replenishment. The
Bible is the best 
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Do things that
YOU want to do –
often!

! If you want to take
mini staycations
monthly or
quarterly, then do
it! If you want to 

change your hairstyle, get your nails
done, buy a new dress, or go to a
game, do it! Having fun doesn’t go
away when we become leaders. In
fact, it's a requirement to living a
balanced life.

1

"This means no
emails, no business
calls, no scheduled
meetings...nothing.

Determine how long
you can realistically
be away and stick to

it.."



Jaemellah Kemp
www.jaemellahkempconsulting.com

jaemellahkempconsulting

Remember that
you are not
supposed to do it
all.

In the beginning,
as you navigate
your thoughts on
how you want to
execute your
vision,  I know it’s 

just you, the CEO – Chief
Everything Officer - but as your
business grows, you will need a
team. Identify your strengths  and
recruit qualified professionals to
compensate for your weaknesses.
Most importantly, trust your
decision about your new team
and delegate, delegate,
delegate.the storage, your brain
can rest until it's time for another
brain dump. This also can reduce
some anxiety because you've now
captured your thoughts,
minimizing the need to
remember every idea. To be most
effective, I suggest implementing
this weekly.

Do "brain dumps"
often.

What's a brain
dump? It's when you
get everything out of
your head and put
(dump) it on paper. It   

doesn’t have to make sense. It
doesn't even have to be in complete
sentences. Now that you've freed the
storage, your brain can rest until it's
time for another brain dump. This
also can reduce some anxiety
because you've now captured your
thoughts, minimizing the need to
remember every idea. To be most
effective, I suggest implementing this
weekly.

new product idea, restructuring
an existing program,
brainstorming new projects and
initiatives, or balancing the books.
Sometimes we're just up because
our brains simply won't turn off.
It's racing with ideas or fretting
about things that can't be fixed at
3 am. For me, I'm most creative
after 9 pm, which leads to my
next point.

At some point,
we've all burned
the midnight oil
creating content
for a new program,
brainstorming a 

4 Get Some Sleep

5

6



"Rock Bottom
became the solid

foundation in which
I 

 my life. 

J . K .  R O W L I N G

"
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Let’s face it, entrepreneurship and
leadership are stressful. Especially for
women! It’s an all-encompassing,
highly demanding, “stay on top of
things at all times”, kind of lifestyle!
There’s no downtime and it taxes you
physically, mentally and emotionally.
You’re under constant pressure to meet
your own expectations while leading
others and elevating your performance
along with those you work with.

Continuous stress wreaks havoc with
your emotions. Most entrepreneurs are
over achievers and are programmed to
overwork. You might function on
autopilot for a while and then
experience a crash, finding it harder to
get back up and staying on track
consistently. When your emotions are
out of control, you are out of control.
Your motivation, productivity, focus and
decision making is compromised. Your
body is in a constant state of tension.
Your personal health takes a toll. Your
quality of sleep suffers. Your ability to
relate to your partners, your team, your
customers and your family is impacted,
taking away the joy of the
entrepreneurial life.

When we don’t pay attention to our
emotions, we tend to perform in
‘reactive mode.’ We function based on
our limiting beliefs and triggers, which
get activated when we are faced with
challenges we may not be prepared to
handle. This can cause irrational
behaviour and also damage our
relationships in business as well as
personal. I have seen this happen to
many women in business and I want to
bring awareness to the importance of
emotional agility.

For Women In Business

By Seema Kahn
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Emotional mastery is a must for entrepreneurial success.
Your emotions affect your actions and performance. No
matter how well you might seem to do in business on the
outside, you can’t guarantee fulfillment with mental and
emotional balance on the inside. Emotional mastery
allows better problem-solving and decision making. It
facilitates effective communication, resolves conflicts
quickly and builds trust. It improves your performance and
you begin to love your life and business instead of
dreading or stressing it.

What is emotional mastery? It is how you understand and
consciously control your emotions and behaviors. It’s your
ability to express emotion effectively, with accountability.
Emotional mastery allows you to respond as opposed to
react in various situations. It helps you make thoughtful
decisions and avoid impulsive actions. Basically you
become a better leader with many qualities such as
effective listening, open-mindedness, empathy, great
communication, and creativity. You get to take
responsible action without taking on stress and anxiety.

 “How are you feeling at this moment in your business?”
Be honest with yourself. Right now, your state is running
your performance. If you are depressed, anxious or
fearful, you will experience low motivation, focus and
productivity. If you are in a positive state with balanced
empowering emotions, you will feel a sense of vitality,
direction and momentum. We have to learn how to create
that state for ourselves to propel us as entrepreneurs. 

How do you develop emotional mastery? Like any skill,
emotional mastery can be developed with effort and
practice. There are many ways, including NLP
techniques, that can be used, however, here are a few
steps to start with:

H E R  H U S T L E  M A G A Z I N E |   2 6

Know that feeling negative emotions is
not wrong. Eliminate your resistance

towards your emotions and try to
understand them. Get curious about the
message your emotions offer you. Your
emotions are there to support you and

provide data to allow honest conversation
within yourself, rather than shutting down

or denying your feelings. Try to take a
neutral stance and remove your

judgement of your feelings or anything
that triggers you. You can then begin to

understand your emotions. Instead of
thinking, ‘why am I feeling this way’ ask
yourself ‘how can I respond’ or ‘what are

some actions I need to take?’

Program yourself to become a problem solver.
Transform your powerlessness into

empowerment by bringing your actions in
alignment with your value system. This
approach gets you unstuck and moving

forward with confidence. Remember that you
have the potential to overcome anything you

want. With that self belief, your will gain
mastery over your emotions quickly. As you tell

yourself a more powerful story, you rewire
yourself to show up emotionally strong. 

Your performance as an entrepreneur is
directly related to how well you manage your

emotions. Do you choose to control your
emotions or do you allow your emotions to

control you? 



You can’t change what you’re not aware of.
Begin to bring awareness to your emotions in
action. What situations, events or words
trigger you? What do you feel in the moment?
Label your emotion. Such as ‘I’m feeling
anxious or overwhelmed’. Notice how you
behave when you’re triggered? Are you
procrastinating because you are avoiding how
you feel? What’s the impact of your reaction
on yourself and your business?
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We saw a way to do business that

feels better and is more effective.

It involves genuine value, authentic

connection, and a whole lot of

women with ambition.

Togethe r  we ' l l  bu i ld  a  commun i t y  t ha t  ca res  about

the  woman  beh ind  the  b rand  as  we l l  a s  t he  b rand

ins ide  the  woman .  We  w i l l  ce leb ra te  and  suppor t

you r  menta l  and  emot iona l  hea l th  and  we l l nes s  as

we l l  a s  you r  goa l s  s imu l taneous l y .

Your feelings will teach you a lot about
yourself if you let them. Once you interrupt
your current emotional pattern, you can
think through your options and brainstorm
about how to prevent your emotions to
overwhelm you or control you. Seek help if
this is difficult to do on your own. If you’re
triggered by others, understand that you
can’t control what other people say or do,
but you can always choose how you
respond. This is especially something you
must master while dealing with people you
work with on any level in your business.

Seema Khan
www.sisterinfocus.com

sisterinfocus.lifecoach

We do  i t  for
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Summer is on it’s way and with
warmer weather upon us it’s time to
put away those bulky winter clothes
and make way for some fresh,
updated looks! With summer comes
a more casual feeling in the air and
while many of us who normally go to
an office may still be working from
home or are entrepreneurs who run
our companies from home, we still
need to look put together and
polished when taking our business
meetings, both in person and via
zoom. 

Just because the season changes,
it doesn’t mean you need to change
your whole look and aesthetic,
simply think about how you normally
dress and opt for lighter color ways
and fabrics. Think cotton, blended
fabrics, silks, rayon, lightweight
merino wool, lightweight cashmere,
and yes even linen as long as it’s a
blend to help lessen the wrinkle
factor.

If you wear a lot of color, instead
of charcoal grey, eggplant,
hunter green and mustard, think
lighter and brighter colors such
as heather, lilac, sage and
yellow. Not a fan of wearing
color? Add white and neutrals to
your all black or navy wardrobe.
White always adds a dose of
freshness to any look so put all
white under that black blazer or
pair navy slacks with an oatmeal
cardigan set for a sleek and
polished vibe.

www.dmcstyles.com
@dmcstyles

Hollywood stylist Dina Cerchione is
one of the busiest in LA.  She has
been making people look great on
and off camera for over 25 years.
With shows such as America’s Got
Talent, Deal or No Deal,  Beat
Shazam, The Tonight Show, X-
Factor, and Dr. Phil, her styling
finesse has refined the look of
thousands, including celebs and
“real people” giving them the look
and confidence they need to stand
out in the spotlight.



With seasonal changes some of us will want to try experimenting with some
new or updated looks. It can be a less expensive way to do so during this time
of year since a cotton piece will undoubtedly be less costly than a 100% wool
one. So go ahead and dip your toe or take the plunge into that new look! 

For some easy summer updates, try swapping the blouse you wear with your
blazer for a good tank or tee and add a statement necklace or earring for a
less serious but still strong look. Instead of pants, try a midi length satin skirt
or dress with your blazer or lose the structured jacket all together and swap
for a softer, belted kimono jacket in a solid color. You will still have the
layered, polished effect you get from wearing a jacket but less structure
makes it an ideal candidate for summer style. Adding a leather belt of your
own elevates the look even more. Live in jackets? Try rolling the sleeve of an
all season piece to take you straight into summer with no swapping. For those
mornings you are in a rush to get out the door, try a wrap dress, a belted shirt
dress or even a tailored jumpsuit for an easy but sophisticated feel with the
added bonus of not having to match anything! A great white cotton shirt is
classically chic, sophisticated and on trend. Wear a fitted one if you plan to
layer underneath a knit or fitted jacket and a boyfriend style to wear on it’s
own with slacks or a fabulous pencil skirt. If your meeting is a little more
casual, you can wear that same white shirt tied at the waist, over a satin slip
dress and a simple leather slide shoe. Either way, you want to roll the sleeves
on the oversize shirt for that of the moment look.

...try swapping the
blouse you wear with
your blazer for a good
tank or tee and add a
statement necklace or
earring for a less
serious but still strong
look.

THE STYLE SECTION 

Live in jackets? Try rolling the sleeve of an all season piece
to take you straight into summer with no swapping.
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@dmcstyles



While you are in the midst of swapping out your clothes,
you also need to think about your bags and shoes. Lighter,
neutral tones such as camel and beige are perfect options
when purchasing for this time of year since they will work
back with most colors as well as your whites and blacks.
Stick with structured bags to keep that “bosslady” vibe
going. Slingback pumps are a nice alternative to an open
toe shoe and are both stylish and professional while being
a little more “summery”.

The new season doesn’t mean you have to buy a whole
new wardrobe, especially if you have invested in classic,
quality pieces. Now is a good time though to take stock of
the things that you have and make sure everything looks
fresh and clean with no visible signs of wear and tear
before using them again. Summer weight fabrics don’t hold
up as well as heavier winter weight ones so you may need
to replenish them more often than you do your winter
pieces. Take note, do your whites look fresh and bright or
are they a little dingy? Do your shoes need some love from
the shoemaker? Has the croc on your mock croc handbag
worn thin? Is your go to belt worn at the point wear it goes
through the buckle? These are all things to look at with a
keen eye when pulling out last season’s pieces. 

Transitioning your clothes for the new season is also a
great way to do a quick closet edit. As you are pulling out
the winter wools making way for the spring/summer pieces,
take stock as you go and get rid of anything that doesn’t fit,
doesn’t suit your style or your life and ones that look like
they’ve seen better days. That way, when you swap out
your clothes again in the fall, you can rest assured
everything you put back in the closet works and see what’s
missing easily so you can shop with purpose rather than
simply buy because you can’t remember if you need it.
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"The new season doesn’t
mean you have to buy a
whole new wardrobe,
especially if you have

invested in classic, quality
pieces..."



Model/ MUA:        @dossofjazz     okaifabrics

With Designer: Letrice Okai
www.okaifabrics.com

The entire world woke up to a new and unwelcome
reality, thanks to the Pandemic we are now all too familiar
with,  Covid-19. This virus ripped across the world and
through our lives like nothing any millennial has
experienced in their lifetime.

During this unprecedented worldwide health emergency,
businesses were forced to pivot their services to
accommodate clients and customers safely and from
afar. People were in a state of panic and stocking up on
household essentials like toilet paper, Lysol. and hand
sanitizer, making what was once overly available scarce
and almost impossible to find. Healthcare professionals
were being deprived of PPE  (personal protective
equipment) which made them vulnerable to the deadly
Coronavirus . Making tough decisions about saving our
lives and protecting theirs.

Thankfully, resilient fashion entrepreneurs across the
world stood face to face with a crisis and created cultural
fashion that turns a new and somewhat uncomfortable
health necessity into a fashionable must have. 

F A S H I O N

J U N E  2 0 2 0

Written by: Tiffany Monique & Letrice Okai

Spotlight



L e t r i c e  n o t i c e d  h o w
d i f f i c u l t  i t  w a s  t o  f i n d
f a b r i c s  s t a t e s i d e  t h a t
t r u l y  r e p r e s e n t e d  t h e
b e a u t y  a n d  v a r i e t y  o f
p r i n t s  s h e  s a w  w h e n
v i s i t i n g  G h a n a .   S h e
b e g a n  i m p o r t i n g  f a b r i c
a n d  o f f e r e d  m a n y
d i f f e r e n t  p r o d u c t s
b e f o r e  f i n d i n g  h e r
n i c h e  w i t h  H e a d  w r a p s
a n d  a c c e s s o r i e s .   O n c e
t h e  p a n d e m i c  h i t ,  i t
w a s  h e r  l o v e  f o r  p e o p l e
t h a t  b o r e  t h e  m a s k s .
L e t r i c e  w a s  m o v e d  t o
a c t i o n  w h e n  t h e
n e w s c a s t e r s  r e p o r t e d
h o w  t h e  e s s e n t i a l
w o r k e r s  w e r e  h a v i n g  t o
r e u s e  t h e i r  P P E  a n d
e x t e n d  t h e  l i f e  o f  t h e i r
N 9 5  m a s k s .   L e t r i c e
b e g a n  s e w i n g  m a s k
c o v e r s  a n d  d o n a t e d  a
f r e e  m a s k  c o v e r  t o  a l l
h e a l t h c a r e  w o r k e r s .   
 N e w s  s p r e a d  a n d
L e t r i c e  b e g a n  o f f e r i n g
t h e  m a s k s  f o r  t h e
g e n e r a l  p u b l i c .    S h e
w a n t e d  t o  m a k e  s u r e
t h a t  w h i l e  h e r  c l i e n t s
w e r e  p r o t e c t i n g  t h e i r
h a i r  w i t h  t h e i r
H e a d w r a p s  t h a t  t h e y
w e r e  a l s o  p r o t e c t i n g
t h e i r  f a c e s  w i t h  h e r
m a s k s .

Model/ MUA:        @HeelsandBrushes

O k a i  F a b r i c s  i s  a  c o m p a n y  r o o t e d
i n  l o v e .  I t  w a s  f o u n d e d  i n  2 0 1 6
w h i l e  t h e  o w n e r  L e t r i c e  O k a i  w a s
w a i t i n g  f o r  h e r  G h a n a i a n  h u s b a n d
t o  j o i n  h e r  i n  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s .
W h i l e  w a i t i n g  f o r  h e r  l o v e ,  
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My entrepreneurial journey has taken

me across industries and passions and

has lead me right here to you. In

addition to being the Editor-In-Chief

of Her Hustle Magazine I am a mother,

author, and portfolio entrepreneur

with an insatiable obsession for

lipstick. That's probably why during

the earlier portions of my journey I

found myself moonlighting as a

Makeup Artist for brides, graduates,

and prom girls. 

That's also why I thought it

appropriate to share my all time

favorite beauty picks with you! 

 I used to refer to this stuff

as my "Holy Water" during

my MUA / beauty blogger

phase. The smell of the

original spray is so light and

refreshing that it was my

client's favorite. The best

part is that it brings

cosmetics to life. Powders,

creams, eye shadows, you

name it. Use it as a primer

before applying and/or a

setting spray to promote

longevity and prevent the

infamous cake face.

When you're building a kit

that needs to be "every

woman ready" you have to

look for palettes and

translucent powders. This is

my all time favorite

translucent powder because

it gives the skin a "soft focus"

effect and pairs beautifully

with any skin tone or type. 

I LOVE a good nude lipstick. To be

honest, I love all lipstick

(especially mattes) but nudes

have a special place in my heart.

They are appropriate for business

or social situations and all seasons.

They are classy and sexy. AND can

be worn and slayed by every

woman regardless of skin tone

(with the right lip liner).This

blushed out nude called "Lady Be

Good" by MAC currently has my

heart.

Katy Perry's Hot Kat Palette

from her collab with

CoverGirl is AMAZING

because the glow is

mesmerizing. I even use it

for a highlight on "natural

days".

Once upon a time, I was the girl

with the long neon colored nails

that everyone had to get a closer

look it. At the age of 33, with

multiple businesses I look for a

good nude polish. This is my go-to.
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By Tiffany Monique
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Client Selfie from my days as an

MUA
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SV was diagnosed with thyroid
cancer in 2000. 

In the mid-1990's SV was
romantically involved with Chris
Paciello a.k.a “The Binger” who was  
 in a gang related to the Bonanno
crime family. In an attempt to "ride"
she offered  her  Miami home for
collateral on his bail which was
rumored at 15 mil.

Sofia had her son Manolo, at the age
of 19 years old. She is often
complimented on what a well
rounded young man she raised
primarily on her own. He is following
in his mother's footsteps and
pursuing a career in acting.

In addition to Sofia being called the
highest paid actress by Forbes in
2016, she has multiple business
that include LA-based  LWE Latin
World Entertainment which now
represents some of the biggest
names in Spanish-lanuage TV. As
well as  Empowered By You (EBY).
Which delivers women’s underwear,
and 10% of net sales go toward
microfinance loans for female
entrepreneurs.

Sofía Vergara lives life passionately and is a beautiful,
comical, and fiesty example of the fullness and
complexity you can enjoy as a women entrepreneur. She
is also proof that resilience and determination pays off
in the end. Life won't always be simple. We'll make
mistakes. Date crime bosses (etc.), have and raise kids,
lose people we love, and deal with mental, physical, and
emotional imperfections. But as long as we're here...we
may as well live a life that makes us feel alive. 

 Photo from self.com 

1n 1998, her older brother Rafael,
was kidnapped and murdered in
Colombia which caused Sofia to
settle in Miami.
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            personal brand is what

ultimately determines how and how

well you connect to your target

market. It allows you to effortlessly

align yourself with the people that

will show interest in your business

and are more likely to be converted

into clients, customers, ambassadors,

and subscribers. Your tribe.

It's important to understand that

while your personal brand impacts

your business and it's success, they

are not the same thing. Your

personal brand is who you are and

how you communicate that with the

world. Executed correctly,  your

personal brand will not only open

doors for you, it will open the doors

to the places that feel like home. 

Regardless of whether you're a full

time entrepreneur, in the corporate

world, or a student preparing to take

one or both by storm, creating and

nurturing your personal brand is

essential to the success of your

journey. 

Remember, a strong personal brand

will ensure that people support you

no matter the endeavor or project.

When consistent and genuine, it

allows you to build the type of trust

that turns the space between you

and a stranger from disconnection

to loyalty.

              n order to begin the process of

perfecting your personal brand, you have

to know who you are and what you want

out of life, Professionally and personally.

Think of it as a key that unlocks the doors

to the rooms you were meant to be in.

Being sure to present your most

authentic self will ensure you attract the

right people and opportunities.

ALWAYSALWAYS    
ALIGN ALIGN WHO YOUWHO YOU
ARE ARE AND AND WHATWHAT
YOU WANTYOU WANT WITH WITH

YOUR YOUR WHATWHAT
YOU'RE DOINGYOU'RE DOING

Examine your answers above. If you are

planning to start a business, now is the

perfect time to ensure your

entrepreneurial journey is fruitful by

aligning your personal brand with your

projects. If you are already a business

owner and you find that your personal

brand isn't compatible with your current

business, it's always a good time to figure

out how to align your personality,

passion(s), strengths, and skills with your

current or future endeavors. Set yourself

up for success. Build your personal brand.

YOU ARE  CAPABLE !

I am

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_________________.

EVERYTH ING YOU DES IRE  IS

ON I T 'S  WAY TO YOU!

I want

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_________________.

Yes
No

DETAIL >
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PRE S EN T ED  BY  M I S S BRANDO LOGY . COM

Are they aligned
with your
business?

The key to attracting your tribe and flourishing 
in any industry is creating a business 

that thrives on you being yourself.
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Have you ever stopped and considered
how much of what we do every day as
human beings is automatic? When was the
last time you actually thought about how
you clean your teeth, read words or even
drive a car – once you’ve been doing
something regularly for a period of time it
becomes automatic. It’s also why, when
something unexpected comes along, it can
challenge our resilience - how we
approach life, everything it throws at us,
and our ability to bounce back from
challenges.

By Helen Hardware

WHEN DID YOU LAST
UPGRADE YOUR

BELIEFS?

By the time we are in our mid-30’s, 95% of
who we are is determined by a set of
memorized behaviors and emotional
reactions that we run unconsciously,
which  shape our identity. Consider our
unconscious mind like an operating
system, our unconscious patterns are the
programs or apps running in the
background of our mind. That’s why
when we try to make changes at a
conscious level it can be so hard – because
5% of who we are is working against the
other 95% that we don’t know is there.

The programs we create are from the experiences
we have, how they made us feel, the beliefs we
form about ourselves and those about the world as
a result.  On a daily basis we are bombarded with
more information than our mind can possibly
handle, so it uses our beliefs to filter what it does
or does not want or need to pay attention to. Have
you ever counted how many mailboxes there are
between your home and the grocery store?
Probably not, but when you need to mail
something you know where they are. Your mind
has assessed the information, and filed it away for
when you need it; and when you do, you just
know – you don’t have to consciously think where
they all are.

The mind uses the same technique to filter how
we experience the world by using our beliefs as a
lens for how we see the world. The mind’s
number one job is to keep us safe and it does that
by filtering information to keep us away from
anything that causes us discomfort. That’s why it’s
difficult to step outside of our comfort zone by
doing something new or different. The mind feels
threatened and tries to hold us back.

When we are challenged by something, the mind
instantly processes and attempts to deal with it
using the unconscious programming we have in
place. Our ability to break through that mental
safety net, or bounce back from unexpected
challenges comes down to our ability to convince
the mind that we are safe.



Recognize it

Start by recognizing that this is happening, by being
self-aware and noticing when you are feeling unsafe;
you can then ask yourself why – is it because this is
something that you’ve not experienced before,
perhaps it’s something you have done but it caused
pain in some way – either way remind yourself you
are safe

Helen Hardware
www.empoweringtransformation.co.uk

empowering_transformation
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RE S I L I ENCERE S I L I ENCE
A  S T O R Y  O F

FROM TRAGEDY TO TRIUMPH 

A U T H O R  &  F I L M M A K E R

Looking back at my life I can honestly say that,
everything I have endured good or bad has brought me
to where I am today. What's more interesting is that I
feel fulfilled in the work that I’m doing and my work
means more to me than wealth. In my eyes my work as
well as the individuals that I am lucky enough to have
surrounding me is my wealth.

On November 6, 1999 at 9:07 and 9:15 in the morning I
gave birth to two beautiful baby girls who passed away
soon after due to preterm labor and I can tell you that’s
where everything I believed in and considered of value
to me shifted. I was angry my life was taken from me. I
screamed, cried and even broke glass (all advised by my
beautiful mother who told me that I had every right to
feel the way I did and to not allow it to consume me).
Afterwards, I felt clean, like a weight was lifted from
around my neck. I had things bottled up inside of me
since. Even before the twins that came pouring out in a
fit of rage and emotional downpour. Clarity. Yes, clarity
would be a more fitting word to use.

Since then, I understand myself more, I speak to
myself more, I’m more kind to myself and yes, I’m even
more patient and forgiving with myself. On a
consistent basis hear of these attributes towards
others but how do you radiate that idea or energy
when you have no idea on how to use those tools on
yourself? In addition to being in a very abusive
relationship at the time and almost losing my mother
to two brain aneurysms, caring for my siblings as well
as my own two children and I am still here. It still
amazes me to this day. 

My number one go to will always be my faith. I love God and I
love loving God and it is the height of my existence. Some
would ask how could you be so faithful to a creator that allows
such bad things to happen to you. My answer simply is, “How
could you NOT love a creator that gave you the strength to get
through it all that you have been through?” I count how many
times I get up, not how many times I have fallen.
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FEATURE

The book and movie Carona speaks of is titled “The

Opening". The book is available online Amazon, Barnes

and Noble , and Kindle. The movie is soon to be

released. Description: Denee Brathwaite longs for the

attention of her estranged father, Dr. Christopher

Brathwaite but, after his mysteriously, gruesome, death,

her life begins to spiral out of control sending. Denee

tailspinning into the supernatural world of demons and

jinn. She will need to find her father's killer and her true

identity before it is too late.

DECEMBER 2016

With years of taking care of family, I had no idea how
to take care of myself as an individual and only when I
accomplished that, was I able to do what I am doing
now. I love helping people and interacting and
speaking with people. I love making people smile
while showing them that I appreciate their worth and
time. How lucky am I to spend time with you? I leave
assumptions at the door and greet each individual
with a clean slate because someone did it for me.
Think about all of the shoulders that we have to step
on and lean on and cry on for support in our lives. Can
you honestly say that you have done the same for
someone else or have done it enough? I am even
thankful for the abuse, the loss of my twins and my
mother’s illness why? Because these are the events
that shifted my perception of who I was, how strong I
could be and where I would end up.

In 2016 After residing in New Jersey for only a year I
was really struggling emotionally because in all of my
43 years I had never been so far away from my
mother and siblings who were still residing in Georgia.
I had the infamous Get Your Stuff Together! talk with
myself and when that happens I automatically shift
into What’s Next mode. I was up and out working and
finishing a book that I started some years before. I
decided that working wasn't enough. I felt hungry for
more. I wanted to start my own business, so I opened
up a fashion boutique in Frenchtown NJ. In 2 years I
was still very unhappy even with having my own
business. I put my finished book The Opening with a
matching poster in my boutique window and my
customers began asking for copies of the book. On
one particular afternoon a man walked into the store
and asked me if I knew where the movie that was on
the poster in my window was showing. Looking at him
puzzled then remembering that my book poster did
resemble a movie poster I laughed and told him it was
a book poster. He was the first but not the last to tell
me that my book should be a movie. I laughed it off
until a fifth and sixth customer would share the same
views as the first. I put an ad up for actors, closed my
store for a day clearing the floor for a stage and held
my auditions for my book in my boutique. The
customer is always right. now has new meaning to me.
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And if you are, you may want to reconsider your choice to be an
entrepreneur. Your best results will come from providing genuine value and
solutions to your target market. The money will come. If you're in a place of

need currently, think about getting a day job until your business can replace
your income. Running a business out of need can result in you charging less

than you're worth, hating your business, burn-out, and more.  Attach your
ambitions to a purpose. To a mission. Don't do it for the money. 

Start that business, write that book, create that lane....for us. Building a
business isn't about you. You're only as valuable as the solution(s) you

provide. 
We need you.

Do it for us.
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Dearest Readers,
First, a big thank you! 

As Editor, my mission is to lead our staff in service to you, our dear readers.   Myself, Tiffany Monique  (Editor-in-
Chief),  and the entire Her Hustle Magazine team, are ready and excited to curate our contributions to the
magazine into a creative collection of inspiring stories, motivational features and tantalizing entertainment to
help take the edge off. 

Please consider this a formal invitation to join us on this journey, as we set out to highlight the undervalued,
overlooked and often unappreciated aspects of what it means to be a woman in business today; and transform
the perception of the strong woman’s mission to be heard. 

While there is no requirement to be a woman to enjoy our magazine, support our initiatives, and participate in
our community, it is definitely required to love and respect all women— regardless of race, cultural background,
sexuality, socio-economic status, education level, or any other means for justifying personal bias,  as that’s non-
negotiable.

Let's keep an open dialogue between issues. Follow us on social media & tag us in your posts relevant to your
everyday hustle. 

From our hearts to your eyes, we are a community united by our undeniable desire for greatness.

 

beauty
wellness
mindset

goals
dreams

We promise you all this and more.  

Lots of love,
Caliah Jinaye Knapp

Her

A LETTER FROM THE EDITOR
By Caliah Jinaye Knapp

Hustle
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Y O U R  S U P P O R T  H E L P S  U S  F U N D

T H E  D R E A M S  O F  W O M E N

E N T R E P R E N E U R S

Thank you!

www.womenfundingwomen.org

www.queenkulturesociety.com

www.herhustlemag.com

www.inspiredwomenentrepreneurs.com

The Network



Normalizing sisterhood and alliegance among women...Normalizing sisterhood and alliegance among women...


